Summer Reading: The Alchemist Assignment

Due: First Week of School 2020-21

Summer Reading and Writing Assignment for English 10H
Read Paulo Coelho’s The Alchemist.
I. Interpretive: Create a One-Pager (directions on the last page) that addresses the questions below. Rest
assured, doing the work will help you prepare yourself for writing the essay portion of the assignment to be
completed in class. Be prepared, by the first day of class meeting, to hand in your work.
ONE-PAGER QUESTIONS: All of your answers to these questions are your personal interpretations. I should
not see the same reactions from multiple students nor should your responses be similar to those found on
Shmoop or other websites. One way to organize would be to somehow separate my page into 5 sections to
include all characters, leaving the largest section for Santiago. (25 points)
•
•
•

Display three positive and three negative character traits for Santiago. What do these traits show you
about the kind of person the boy is?
Display at least three specific character traits for four of the following: the gypsy woman, the king, the
crystal merchant, the thief, the Englishman, Fatima, and the alchemist. What do each of these traits
say about their characters?
Examine each of the boy's "teachers" throughout his journey. What lesson does he learn from each?

II. CRITICAL: Answer four of the following questions found in a document that will be submitted to Schoology.
Make sure you use textual support in your responses. Rest assured, doing the work will help you prepare
yourself for writing the essay portion of the assignment to be completed in class. Be prepared, by the first day
of class meeting, to submit your work. (25 points)
CRITICAL READING QUESTIONS:
1. Explain how Langston Hughes's poem "A Dream Deferred" relates to The Alchemist. What are both
authors suggesting about dreams?
2. Explain the connection between the myth of Narcissus and The Alchemist. Why do you suppose Paulo
Coelho selected this myth as a prologue to his tale?
3. Explain the five obligations from the Koran that are expected of every Muslim. What do these
obligations show about the culture of the people? How does the crystal merchant honor his
obligations?
4. Explain the following Biblical allusions: Joseph of Egypt, The Roman Centurion, Creation, The Treasure
of the Heart, Urim and Thummim.
5. Explain the symbolism of the boy's dream.
6. Explain the main theme of this novel. What is Paulo Coelho's message to his readers?
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III. CRITICAL/PERSONAL RESPONSE: The following questions will be used in a Socratic Seminar class on the
second day of class. You will need a copy of the novel and any written notes that will aid your answering these
questions in the seminar. (25 points)
1. What do you suppose might be the source of Santiago's discontent in the seminary that eventually
leads him to become a shepherd? What does he hope to learn? What is significant about the boy's
choice of occupation?
2. Consider the way that simple edits in the plot can have significant impact on the book overall. Pick one
of the following edits and explore the consequences that might logically come about if the author had
made them.
a. Compare Santiago's response to the dream in Spain with that of the marauder at the Pyramids.
How might the story have been different if Santiago had responded as the marauder?
b. Suppose that Santiago had decided to have Fatima accompany him on his journey instead of
leaving her to wait for his return. How might the story been different?
c. Suppose Santiago decided to stay with the crystal merchant instead of pursuing his Personal
Legend. What aspects of the plot would have been changed?
3. Did you enjoy this novel? Why or why not?
4. Did you feel challenged when reading this novel? What types of challenges may have come forward for
you?
5. Which of the characters do you identify with the most? Why?

If you have any questions on this assignment, please email the me at hoganj@canisiushighschool.org.
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The Alchemist
Assignment Sheet/Rubric for One Pagers
Name: __________________________________________________________

Date: ________

A one-pager is a written and graphic interpretation of what you have just read presented on a single sheet of paper. It
may be literal (based strictly on the facts presented) or it may be a symbolic representation of the piece. The one-pager
helps you visualize what you are reading.
Guidelines:

•
•
•
•
•

Use standard (8 1⁄2 x 11) unlined paper (computer/printer paper)
Fill the entire page (You may use the back if you’d like)
Written work must be in ink (any color) or typed
Use markers/colored pencils for illustrations
Include all of the following – arrange on the page any way you choose
o Title of Work, Author, MLA Citations
o Answers to the questions from the assignment sheet. Use quotations from the novel to support your
answers, for example, if you use benevolent as a character’s trait, why? You could use comic strip
dialogue bubbles to connect textual support-either a direct quote or a paraphrase is acceptable.
o At least 1 graphic or symbol which relates to the answers/characters/ passages selected
(hand/computer illustration, magazine pictures, or clip art style)

Examples: https://youtu.be/q-_SXgqe0LU
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Graphics & Required
Elements

Quotations

Analysis/Person
al Response

Please print and include it with your one-pager for grading.
Advanced

Proficient

Partially Proficient

Developing

*Analysis is thorough
and succinct and
demonstrates
advanced thinking.

*For each quotation,
student includes 2-3
sentences of
commentary/ analysis.

*Analysis is only 1-2
sentences or simply
restates/ summarizes the
quotation.

*Analysis lacking or severely
underdeveloped. Analysis
does not indicate student
has read or understood the
book.

10-9
*Quotations chosen are
particularly powerful or
connected in a
particularly insightful
way.
10-9
*Graphic elements are
particularly well chosen
and executed.

8
*Includes three
accurate, correctly- cited
(author, pg. #)
quotations.

7
*Includes three quotations
with errors in accuracy or
citations.

6
*Required number of
quotations not met or
quotations & citations
contain significant errors.

8
*Graphics are neat,
clear, colorful, and fill
the entire page.
*All written elements
are neat and in ink.
*Title, author, and
chapter are clearly
written.
4

7
*Graphics may appear
hastily drawn or may not
fill the page

6
*Graphic elements are
clearly hastily drawn, in
pencil, or incomplete.

*Some written elements
are in pencil or are sloppily
written

*Written elements are
missing, sloppy, or in pencil.

3

2

*Required elements
incorporated
seamlessly into the
artwork.
5

____________/25 = _________

